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poetry and prose

Poetry
and prose
If you watch
If you watch as you have not watched before
you will see the morning
begin to lace the darkness
If you turn from the trail that has drawn you for ages
and gaze at the fringes
you will see the timber budding.
If you lean from the place of your balance,
your arms uplifted
a rhythm will catch and lift you.
For the Lord has come to his people, and the earth
trembles with joy,
the Father is kindling his fire on the earth,
the Son is roving with life in his touch,
the Spirit is rising though we are falling
And the promise come true that brought us to birth
the promise that lingered in the young and feeble
the promise that drove us from evening to morning
And the lame shall move with the gait of kings
the broken flourish, the bound step forth
and God exult among his children
So name him, and find your name in his
seek in the needy the light of his face
lift up your hearts, today and forever. 
Peter Steele SJ
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Not to judge
but to serve
No matter what political party governs our country
at any given time there is a limit to what government can do for those who are
down on their luck. There is a place for both government and local council
agencies on the one hand, and an organisation like the St Vincent de Paul
Society on the other.
Governments usually have the greater resources derived from taxes and
the large scale welfare work in their field. But such agencies are bound by
their own regulations.

***

This is where the St Vincent de Paul Society comes in. By its nature, not as
a welfare organisation, but as an organisation living out its Mission, it operates on a personal level. Our members can investigate cries for help on a very
human level and are not bound so much by the laws of the land but by the
laws of Christ’s love. When Christ told us to love our neighbour as ourselves,
he didn’t say anything about judging our neighbour. Herein lies a trap for the
unwary: it is so easy for us to be judgemental. It is very human to judge those
who cry for help, by our own personal standards.
So easy to say, even if only in our minds, that we would not have acted as
the person has acted in his or her particular circumstances. The point is that
they are NOT our circumstances.

***

Christ answered every cry for help recorded in the Gospels. He didn’t stop
to ask why the person seeking help had come to this pass. Ozanam was too
busy helping, personally, those in dire poverty to stop to ask why the person
was in distress. Christ and Ozanam – two good examples for us to follow. Let
us give the help and leave the judging to God. 
Syd Tutton
National Council President

22 The Bi-milllenium of
st paul
The Year of St Paul comes to a close

23	Reflection
A spirituality of social justice
Cover: Remote sand dunes in the Simpson
Desert, Northern Territory and Aboriginal
artwork from Tardun, Western Australia.
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profile

Young adults
represented
By rebecca comini
New National Young adults
Representative David Bresnik loved
volunteering at his first ACT kids camp
so much that he skipped a university
lecture to prolong the experience.
He was encouraged to attend the
October 2003 camp by his friends,
Vincentians Bec Bromhead and Lyndal
Hamilton.
“I had uni commitments, so I left
the camp half way through. While sitting at uni I decided to go back to the
camp for another day because I had so
much fun,” David recalls.
That camp was the beginning of
David’s involvement with the Society.
After 18 months of volunteering at
camps, David led his first camp and
later became the president of Canberra’s St Joseph the Carpenter Youth
Conference. He held this post for
three years, was the ACT Youth Representative for six months before being appointed National Young Adults
Representative in April this year.
“The role currently is all about
coordination – getting all the States
talking and making sure we’ve got the
one message going across the states,”
David says.
“We have a National Youth Team
that meets regularly, made up of the
state youth representatives for each
state and territory [with vacancies in
South Australia and Tasmania] and
the State youth coordinators.”

WhaT
abouT me …
a Guide for Caring
managing the challenges of
caring for a person with a
disability

David Bresnik

David is also a contact point for
overseas youth inquiries. “We’ve had
two countries asking recently about
our youth program, how to get youth
together.”
David is still involved with the
St Joseph the Carpenter conference,
leading a family camp in May and another camp to be held in July.
“The best part is being able to take
kids out to camps, passing no judgements on them. We don’t run them as
teachers; we run them so that we are
friends.
“Regardless of what their situation
is, some kids just need a bit of time
away from home and we try and be
good role models while on camp.”
The family camps are a recent addition to his conference’s good works.
He says that the camps enable families
to do activities together.
“With family camps, it’s really
good to see the parents getting to hang
out with their kids, spending quality
time with the kids.
“That’s one of our key objectives.
And we know that they’re working because every family wants to come back
each time. We’ve run three so far and
we’ve had one family that has come
back every single time.”
David works as an accountant for
Ernst and Young in its Canberra office. Between Vinnies and studying to
become a Chartered Accountant, he

doesn’t have much spare time for the
sports he loves – rugby union, basketball and tennis.
He hopes his accounting experience will be handy for the Society.
“That’s why I wanted to become
the ACT representative, to become
involved in other ways and to start
helping plan our goals and objectives
for the whole of Society rather than
just focussing on the youth part.”
The biggest challenge he sees facing
the Society is the gap between Vinnies
Youth conferences and regular conferences.
“As National Young Adults Rep, that
is going to be one of my focuses – to get
people from Youth to transfer into other
conferences. At the moment we have a
huge gap because people start having
work commitments and family commitments, so we need to find a way to reduce
that gap, so that the Society continues.
“We have some fantastic people in
Youth at the moment and we would
ultimately like to keep them in the
Society rather than let them fall away.
It’s about finding a way to fit into the
Society going forward, because it’s not
necessarily an easy fit.
“We’re trying to raise awareness
throughout the Society that we are not
just ‘Youth’, that we are individual people with different qualities. We don’t
need to be looked at as ‘youth’ with
only one purpose.” 

Caring for carers
Terry Ryan knows what it is to nurture a child with an intellectual disability – he
has devoted his life to the care of his son Chris. And over the years, he has devised a
comprehensive approach he calls FamilyCare that deals with every aspect of such care.
Extensively practical, and positive and encouraging, this book is a must for families in
a similar situation as well as professionals who wish to help such families.

WhAT AbouT mE … Terry & Christopher Ryan, rrp $29.95 (incl GST)
Terry &
Christopher Ryan
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The NT Intervention
Map courtesy of Perry-Castañeda Library (PCL) of the University of Texas at Austin.

An Analysis by Professor Larissa Behrendt

In many ways, the intervention in the Northern Territory is
a textbook example of why government policies continue to fail Aboriginal people.
The most powerful example of
this is the quarantining of welfare
payments and its spurious links
to improving school attendance.
This played well with an electorate
who probably assumed that poor
attendance rates and poor educational outcomes for Aboriginal
children were caused by the poor
parenting of Aboriginal parents.
However, the only evaluated trial of
a scheme linking welfare payments
to school attendance – the Halls
Creek Engaging Families trial un-

dertaken from February to July 2008
– found that the attitudes of parents
of Aboriginal children were only one
of the factors that affected school attendance. The evidence pointed to
the pivotal role that teachers and the
school culture itself plays in a community where children decide their own
time use patterns at a very early age.
The evaluation also showed that poor
or good attendance did not necessarily run in families. In one family of
five children, attendance ranged from
14 per cent to 88 per cent. It was also
found that the housing situation in
Halls Creek – where overcrowding is
a critical problem – is unlikely to provide an environment where families
can be “school ready”.

There is no evidence that shows
that linking welfare to behaviour
reforms is effective. In fact, there
is evidence to suggest that the imposition of such punitive measures
in an already dysfunctional situation will exacerbate the stress in a
household.
And what the evidence does
show works in getting Aboriginal
children into schools are the following: breakfast and lunch programs; programs that bring the
Aboriginal community, especially
Elders, into the schools; Aboriginal teachers aides and Aboriginal
teachers; curriculum that engages
Aboriginal children and programs
continued on page 6
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“…rather than simply punishing parents for their
children’s non-attendance, the government
should be providing schools and teachers that
meet the needs of the Aboriginal community.”
continued from page 5
such as that developed by Aboriginal
educationalist Chris Sarra that marry
programs that promote self-esteem
and confidence through engaging
with culture with programs that focus
on academic excellence.
These effective programs and strategies show the importance of building
a relationship between Aboriginal
families and the school in order to
target issues like school attendance. It
also shows that there is much that the
schools can do to engage children with
schooling. It suggests that, rather than
simply punishing parents for their
children’s non-attendance, the government should be providing schools and
teachers that meet the needs of the
Aboriginal community.
It should be noted that it cost the
taxpayer $88 million to make the
initial administrative changes in Centrelink to facilitate the welfare quarantining but not one dollar was spent in
the Intervention on any of the types
of programs that have been proven to
engage Aboriginal children in schools.
All this in communities where only
47c is spent to the $1 spent on nonAboriginal student; in communities
where there are not enough teachers
and classrooms. A punitive measure
placed on families to ensure their
children come to school is hypocritical from any government that neglects
the same children by failing to provide
adequate funding for a teacher and
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a classroom. Even if it did work to
physically bring more children into a
classroom, what is the quality of the
education they will receive when there
has been underinvestment in teachers
and educational infrastructure?
And of course, the dismal aspects
of this policy do not stop there. The
policy wasn’t applied simply to parents
whose children did not attend school.
It applied to anyone who lived in a prescribed area who was on a welfare payment – whether their children went to
school or not, whether they even had
children or not. There were people
who had fought in wars and managed
their money their whole lives who
suddenly found their veterans pension
quarantined.
When this policy was rolled out,
the legislation suspended the Racial
Discrimination Act from applying
(meaning that complaints could not be
made to the Australian Human Rights
Commission), suspended protections
and rights of appeal under the Northern Territory anti-discrimination
legislation and suspended the rights
to appeal to the social security appeals tribunal. It took away the rights
of the most marginalised within our
community to complain about unfair
treatment or unfair impact to just
about anyone.
It has become fashionable in the
pro-intervention, pro-welfare reform
quarters to use slogans such as ‘you
can’t eat rights’ to justify this kind of

trampling on human rights in order to
achieve a particular outcome; a kind of
‘the ends justify the means’ reasoning, a
modern ‘this is for your own good’ morality tale. But this insipid resort to slogans trivialises (intentionally) the importance of human rights frameworks
as a basis for good policy making.
And surely a good policy maker
could come up with policies that are
both designed to protect women and
children and don’t infringe on basic
human rights like due process. Surely
our policy making capacity isn’t so impoverished that we have to cling to a
false dichotomy and assert that it is an
either/or when it comes to protection
against violence and protection of human rights.
While I am unashamedly advocating for the need to shift from ideologically driven policy to research or evidence based policy, I do acknowledge
that there is evidence – and there is
evidence. For example, the government claimed it had evidence that the
Intervention was increasing the consumption of fresh food because more
was being sold through community
stores. When questions were asked
in Senate estimates about how these
claims were arrived at it was revealed
that the basis of the ‘evidence’ were a
series of ten phone-calls to community stores asking whether there was
an increase in fresh food sales. Six said
‘yes’, three said ‘no’ and one said they
didn’t know.

feature
Left: This heart shaped hole lies in the landscape at Uluru.

Now, I don’t want to denigrate the
usefulness of phone surveys but one
needs to ask more complex questions.
For example, who was buying the
food? Those whose income was quarantined or the people – the army and
an army of public servants – coming
in to roll the Intervention out?
Despite the claims of Minister
[Jenny] Macklin that there is more
fresh food being consumed, she has
supplied no hard evidence of this,
especially since there was no survey
done of fresh food consumption before the Intervention to compare with
current consumption rates.
Let me give you an example now
of what I do call evidence. The Sunrise Health Service has been at the
frontline in dealing with the health
components of the Intervention. It
operates in the region east of Katherine and covers an area of some 112
000 square kilometres and all but
one community in that area are ‘prescribed areas’ and so subject to the
Intervention including welfare quarantining. Sunrise has been collecting
data since before the Intervention
and has been able to compare that
with data collected now.
For obvious reasons, anaemia is
a key measure in monitoring child
health. Anaemia in children may be
the direct result of poor nutrition. If the
diet does not include foods that contain
iron, the child will become anaemic.
This suggests that if the family is not
able to afford good foods, or if good
foods are not available, then the child
will become anaemic and growth and
development will be affected.

The data indicates anaemia rates
in children under the age of five in
the Sunrise Health Service region
have jumped significantly since the
lntervention. From a low in the six
months to December 2006 of 20 per
cent—an unacceptably high level,
but one which had been reducing
from levels of 33 per cent in October
2003—the figure had gone up to 36
per cent by December 2007. By June
2008 this level had reached 55 per
cent, a level that was maintained in the
six months to December 2008. In two
years, 18 months of which has been
under the Intervention, the anaemia
rate has nearly trebled in this region.
It is nearly double the level it was before the Sunrise Health Service was
established, and more than twice the
rate measured across the rest of the
Northern Territory.
According to the World Health
Organisation, levels of anaemia above
40 per cent represent a severe public
health problem. At 55 per cent, the
Sunrise Health Service results can be
equated to early childhood anaemia
levels in Brazil, Burundi, Iraq and
Zambia; and are worse than Zimbabwe, Swaziland, Pakistan, Peru, Jamaica, Indonesia, Bangladesh and Algeria.
The Sunrise Health Service has also
seen a worrying rise in low birth weight
amongst babies, from 9 per cent in the
six months leading up to the Intervention; to 12 per cent in December 2007.
In the next six months it rose again to
18 per cent, and the figure stood at 19
per cent by December 2008—more
than double the pre-intervention rate.
The national figure for Indigenous babies is 14.3 per cent; so from doing better than the national average, they are
now 20 per cent worse off. Low birth
rate has a variety of causes – including
poor nutrition amongst mothers, and is
associated with anaemia. Government
sources may dispute or seek to discredit
these figures; Sunrise Health Service
has been doing medical checks on 96
per cent of children in their area; the
Intervention health service checks only
screened 74 per cent.

While there is no conclusive proof
that the rise in anaemia rates can be
causally linked to the Intervention and
its effect, it is clear that the Intervention
has failed to address a severe health
problem that appears to be further
deteriorating. It also shows the critical
need to investigate claims of improved
diet as a result of welfare quarantining.

“At 55 per cent, the Sunrise
Health Service results
can be equated to early
childhood anaemia
levels in Brazil, Burundi,
Iraq and Zambia; and are
worse than Zimbabwe,
Swaziland, Pakistan,
Peru, Jamaica, Indonesia,
Bangladesh and Algeria.”
Other health concerns have been raised
by the Sunrise Health Service about the
compulsory quarantining of welfare
payments. They have documented instances in which the roll out affected
people’s capacity to purchase food. This
included diabetics, with no local store
access, unable to access food for weeks
at a time. Their reply to this situation
was to sleep until food became available. They also believe that the regime of
income management has not reduced
alcohol or drug consumption, indeed
alcohol restrictions on prescribed communities has merely shifted the problems to larger towns or bush camps.
And it has not stopped ‘humbug’ or the
conversion of Basic Card purchases into
cash for grog. There is also no evidence
that it has increased the consumption
of fresh food amongst Aboriginal families, which is vital to fighting anaemia.
Underlying all of this is a key mistake that policy makers continue to
make about Indigenous affairs. They
continue to overlook and dismiss the
knowledge that Aboriginal people have
about solving their own problems.
continued on page 8
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“many Indigenous
communities continue to
flourish creating successful
and viable institutions
and continue to keep their
cultural values strong”
continued from page 7

We need to move away from only
concentrating on the communities
that are in crisis to looking at where
the successes are. In the face of government neglect and failed policy, many
Indigenous communities continue to
flourish, creating successful and viable institutions and continue to keep
their cultural values strong and their
children safe. We could learn much
from what it is that successful organisations and communities do to ensure
their effectiveness and viability in this
climate and use that information as a
basis for developing similar conditions
in the communities that fail.
The research in Australia and in
Indigenous communities in North
America consistently shows that the
best way to lessen the disparity between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people is to include Indigenous
people in the development of policy
and the design and delivery of programs into their communities. Apart
from sounding like common sense,
the research shows that this engagement assists with ensuring the appropriateness and effectiveness of those
policies and programs and ensures
community engagement with them
therefore better ensuring their success.
This actually requires a commitment to something that policy makers often overlook: the need to invest
in human capital. If participation by
Indigenous people is a central factor
in creating better policy, program
and service delivery outcomes, there
needs to be more done to build up the
capacity for that kind of engagement.
This would include:
• rebuilding of an interface between
the government and the Aboriginal
community through representative
structures so that governments can
more effectively consult with and
work with Aboriginal people;
• focusing on the provision of training and education in ways that
improve the capacity of Aboriginal
8
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communities. This means moving
away from simple solutions such
as removing children into boarding schools but includes looking at
a range of strategies that build the
skill sets and capacities of adults as
well as younger people who need
to retain contact with their families
if they do leave for better schooling
opportunities;
• increasing the number of Aboriginal people in the public service who
are engaged with developing and
delivering Aboriginal policies and
programs; and
• looking at flexible employment arrangements such as work-for-thedole schemes that understand that
in many Indigenous communities
there is no viable workforce or there
are barriers to entering the workforce. Such schemes can assist with
the provision of services and infrastructure in the community at the
same time as they build capacity and
skills within the community itself.
And here is one of my key points:
Indigenous policy is always targeted
at intervention, at emergency. It
rarely seeks to look at the underlying issues. Addressing disadvantage
requires long term solutions, not just
interventions. Rather than always
reacting to a crisis, a long-term sustained approach requires addressing
the underlying causes of disadvantage. This means resourcing adequate
standards of essential services, adequate provision of infrastructure
and investment in human capital so
that communities are developing the
capacity to deal with their own issues
and problems and have the skill sets
necessary to ensure their own wellbeing. There are no short-cuts, quick
fixes or panaceas here.
Whatever the perceptions of the
electorate, the fact is that there is not
enough money spent on Aboriginal
housing, education and health. The
pot is too small and no government
will fix the problems while all they

do is engage in trying to redirect the
scarce resources to one pressing need
at the expense of others.
I want to conclude with one very
important point – another issue that
policy makers have not grappled with
and a by-product of the focus on the
Northern Territory and Cape York
in Indigenous affairs. Much of Indigenous policy is targeted at remote
communities – resources too. Look at
where the previous government and
the current government are directing
resources for social housing and you
will see it is primarily focused on remote communities.
Yet the largest Aboriginal communities do not live in remote areas.
They live in cities. The largest is in
Sydney – in Mount Druitt and Blacktown. Over 14 000 Aboriginal people
live in the Mount Druitt area alone
and, according to Australian Bureau
of Statistics figures, it is one of the
most socio-economically disadvantaged communities in the country.
More disadvantaged than many of the
Aboriginal communities being targeted by the federal government.
The cultivation through neglect of
urban Aboriginal slums should surely
be a policy impact of the past that we
definitely do not want to reproduce
now or in the future. 
Professor Larissa Behrendt is Professor of Law and Director of Research
at the Jumbunna Indigenous House
of Learning at the University of
Technology, Sydney. She graduated
from the University of New South
Wales Law School in 1992 and has
since graduated from Harvard Law
School with her Master of Laws and a
Doctorate of Laws.
Prof. Behrendt is a Judicial Member of
the Administrative Decisions Tribunal,
Equal Opportunity Division and the
Alternate Chair of the Serious Offenders Review Board.
This article is an edited version of a
paper she presented to the Crunchtime
Conference in Sydney in April this year.
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Common Ground:

The next step in
serving the homeless
Melbourne has turned to New York City to address the increasing
problem of homelessness, writes dr david wilson
Homelessness is on the increase in Melbourne and those of
us who are involved in trying to do
something about that realise what a
complex set of problems are involved
under the name of ‘homelessness’. To
really address the issues we need to
be able to provide a comprehensive
and wholistic set of responses to the
problems. The ‘Common Ground’ approach is a part of the response.
What is the Common Ground approach? It involves the construction of
a multi-storey building on the edge of
the CBD in Elizabeth St, just north of
Queensberry St, which will incorporate
131 studio apartments. Of these, 65 will
be for formerly homeless people and
the rest for people on a low income.
Based on a model that has been
successful in New York City, this
building will offer more than an
apartment. It will have on site services for the tenants including help
for mental health problems, addictive disorders, and employment
issues. It will also offer community
participation. Tenancy will be long
term and affordable (rents are set at
a maximum of 30% of people’s income), creating the opportunity for
a home for people who have not had
such permanent accommodation for
a long time. There will be 24 hour
support via the concierge service
ensuring secure, controlled access to
the building. Work on the building
has begun, with an anticipated completion date of November 2010.
When I was a councillor for the
City of Melbourne I travelled to New
York City to discover what was being
done for that city’s homeless population. I talked to many practitioners,
had a look at some of the working
projects around the city, and attended

a conference on addressing some of
the issues. I was impressed with the
variety of responses and the huge
budget set aside by the City government for the complexities.
But I was most impressed with
what Common Ground was doing
in New York City. I met with people
working in various aspects of the
Common Ground work as well as
talking informally with some of the
clients and discovering what the Common Ground approach meant to the
‘consumer’ of their services.
I came back to Australia enthused
and committed to getting the City of
Melbourne’s homelessness strategy
engaged with this approach. I soon
found that people from the state government, from Homeground in Melbourne and from Yarra Housing, were
also enthused with Common Ground
and looking to partner to get a similar
project up and running in the City.
The Elizabeth St project is the result.
What was it that attracted me to this
model? Firstly, their ‘housing first’ approach. A person experiencing homelessness is much more likely to work on
other issues if he/she is doing so from
a stable base of a home … a place to
call their own. Self-contained apartments with one year renewable leases
at affordable rents were being offered
to people experiencing homelessness,
with no strings attached. They didn’t
have to ‘clean up’ before going into the
accommodation; they didn’t even have
to commit to treatment in the future.
The only way they could be evicted was
to break the lease agreement, the same
as the rest of the renting population.
Secondly, once they were in the
housing, services were offered to them
and such services were right there in
the apartment building. The tenants,

who would have mental health problems, addictive disorders and employment issues, just to name a few, would
not have to go all over town to get the
necessary help. It was all right there,
freely available to them.
Thirdly, the actual apartment
buildings were excellent. The maintenance schedule meant they were kept
looking good and in excellent working
condition. The concierge in the foyer
meant that security issues were dealt
with responsibly and in a respectful
manner. And the entrances to the
buildings were classy and inviting.

Above: Dr David Wilson speaking at the Social
Justice in the City Series.

All of this added up to a building that
anyone would be proud to call home.
Fourthly, the mixed tenancy policy
meant that there were various ‘types’
of tenants in the building. Some were
people who had been experiencing
chronic homelessness while others
were people who were on low incomes. The rent was on a sliding scale
but always kept affordable.
So there it is: a model that is
working in New York City and that
has many transferrable concepts for
addressing the complex problems of
homelessness in Melbourne. This is
not the only answer for homelessness
but it is a step in the right direction.
The partners working on the Elizabeth
St project include the State Government, the City of Melbourne, Yarra
Community Housing, Homeground
Services and Grocon. The project has
tremendous potential and I’m sure any
of the partners would welcome enquiries regarding further details. I for
one certainly wish them all the best. 
Dr David Wilson was a Councillor with
the City of Melbourne until the end of
2008, with the portfolio of Community
Services. He is currently the Senior
Consultant for Community Engagement
Australia, based in Melbourne.
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Right: Danusia Kaska visiting children in Africa and Thailand.

AIDS – a forgotten tragedy
In the midst of the swine flu pandemic, we need to remind ourselves of the devastation of the AIDS
tragedy still being experienced in the developing world and in our own backyard, writes danusia kaska.
In the hype of the current
global swine flu outbreak and the economic crisis it is easy to put to the back
of our minds the millions of people who
are continually affected by the AIDS epidemic, and the devastating ramifications
it causes to societies and countries.
The latest available statistics (see
fig. 1) from the UNAIDS and WHO
December 2007 document on the
AIDS epidemic are still startling and
horrifying.
In order to appreciate the AIDS
epidemic it is important to understand
its biology:
The Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV) is from a class of viruses
known as retroviruses. Unlike common viruses, retroviruses have their
genetic material on a single piece of
RNA (genetic carrier). They cannot
replicate themselves on their own, but
require a host, such as human cells, to
function and multiply. HIV infects a
specific white blood cell type (called
a T cell) in humans, which is vital for
the proper functioning of the immune
system. It then forces the T cell’s DNA
to produce millions of copies of the
HIV. Finally the T cell bursts and is
destroyed, releasing millions of new
HIVs. The new HIVs then search for
new T cells to infect and this process is
repeated over and over again. So that
once infected, the HIV can reproduce
itself millions of times; this means that

one drop of blood from an HIV infected person can contain one hundred
million HIVs. After initial infection
the HIVs can hide, resist drugs, and
may only reappear years later to start
reproducing again. Within 10 days of
infection the HIV can spread to the
brain and other major organs.

Acquired Immunodeficiency
Syndrome (AIDS)
After a few weeks of initial infection the immune system fights back
and makes new T cells, to try to reduce the HIV proliferation, however,
it is unable to completely eliminate it.
After some time, years perhaps, the
infected T cells are unable to mount a
proper immune response to the HIV
infection. A person may be infected
with HIV and may show no symptoms of AIDS for years, other people
show signs of AIDS within a short
time frame; it depends upon how
healthy the person is, which strain
of HIV they have and other factors.
However in the end the HIV infection wins and the immune system
is destroyed. Secondary infections
develop and the person has AIDS.
AIDS stands for Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome and it describes
the opportunistic infections and
diseases that an HIV-positive person
may get after infection. These infections and diseases include: tubercu-

fig. 1: Global Summary of the AIDS epidemic – December 2007
Total: 33.2million [30.6 – 36.1 million]
Number of people Adults: 30.8 million [28.2 – 33.6 million]
living with HIV
Women: 15.4 million [13.9 – 16.6 million]
in 2007
Children under 15 years: 2.5 million [2.2 – 2.6 million]
People newly
infected with HIV
in 2007

Total: 2.5 million [1.8 – 4.1 million]
Adults: 2.1 million [1.4 – 3.6 million]
Children under 15 years: 420,000 [350,000 – 540,000]
Total: 2.1 million [1.9 – 2.4 million]

AIDS deaths in
2007

Adults: 1.7 million [1.6 – 2.1 million]
Children under 15 years: 330,000 [310,000 – 380,000]

The ranges around the estimates in this table define the boundaries within
which the actual numbers lie, based on the best modern information.
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losis, pneumonia, yeast/fungal infections, severe skin lesions, a rare form
of cancer, chronic diarrhoea, chicken
pox and shingles, vision impairment
and blindness, plus many others.

History of HIV/AIDS
So how did AIDS emerge in the
first place? General theories to suggest
how the disease entered the human
global population and spread have
been debated for the last 25 years. It
is, however, generally accepted that
HIV first emerged in Africa in the mid
1970s, but possibly even in the 50s
and 60s. It is believed that the Simian
Immunodeficiency Virus (SIV) is an
ancestor of the HIV 1 (the common
strain of HIV), which is found in
chimpanzees. The HIV 2 strain is the
rarer type of the HIV and is believed
to be a decedent of SIV, which is found
in the primate, the Sooty Mangabey.
On at least two occasions, (although
it is accepted by scientists that there
were probably more events to account
for the many sub-types of HIV), the
SIV jumped the species barrier and
entered the human species; this phenomenon is called Zoonosis. This has
also been seen in the bird flu epidemic
and now with the swine flu pandemic.
Usually when a virus jumps the
species barrier it becomes a much
more deadly strain in its new host.
The events that took place for the SIV
to enter the human population probably involved the hunting and eating
of monkeys, which was common
in Africa in the last century. Due to
monkeys being protected and nearextinction this practice is no longer
common. It is believed that during
the killing, skinning or preparation
of monkeys for cooking, a person cut
themselves and the monkey blood,
containing the virus, got into their
system. The virus was then passed
onto others as a more lethal form.
It is believed that this first occurred
around 70 years ago with a chimpanzee infecting a person from south east
Cameroon.

social justice

Photos courtesy of Danusia kaska

HIV is not very infectious. Unlike swine or bird flu which can be
transmitted through sneezing and
coughing, HIV requires transmission
to occur through blood, sexual fluids
or breast milk. This means that infection has to do with controversial issues
in society, such as sex and drugs, and
it means therefore that its growth is
highest in the poorest countries.

Epidemic in Africa
Whilst the AIDS epidemic is up
scaling in our own backyard, such as
with Papua New Guinea, it continues
to have its worst effects in Sub Saharan
Africa. The prevalence of HIV infection is up to 30% in some African
nations therefore affecting economies
and social structures. In Asia and
Europe the prevalence is less than 1%
in most countries, even in the fastest
spreading countries such as in Russia
and the Ukraine; so the effect on society is felt only minimally.
In Africa the spread of HIV was
greatly amplified by the early mass
vaccination campaigns that took place
in Central and East Africa, where in
some instances less than six unsterilised needles were used to vaccinate
thousands of people.
But why has Africa been affected
so terribly when other countries have
managed to stabilise the infection rate
and are marginally affected socially
by it?
Since European colonisation, the
African continent has always suffered
from wars, famine, poverty, corruption, disease outbreaks, and lack of
health, education, sanitation and
resources. The AIDS epidemic, however, underpins all of these problems.
AIDS exacerbates the effects of these
problems because it kills the youthful
generation who should be working,
producing food, teaching in schools,
treating the sick, looking after their
young. This also makes the tuberculosis and malaria disease epidemics
so much worse, and produces politi-

cal instability, environmental disaster
and far reaching social ramifications.
Due to poverty many women are
forced to enter the sex trade and to
stay with unfaithful husbands, people
often have to travel for work. Due to a
lack of education people are unaware
of how to prevent infection and how
to treat HIV/AIDS, or even how to get
tested or to recognise the symptoms.
There are inadequate or little health
resources to help those infected and
sick, and with crippling health systems there is very little access to the
Anti-Retro Viral medications (ARV)
and other medicines.
The main issue with AIDS is
the stigma attached to it. People are
shunned and condemned, even by
heads of state and government, instead
of being helped. The cultural and social
practices still intensify the spread of
AIDS; for example the norm of having
several partners at the same time, polygamy, and the avoidance of condoms.

The main issue with AIDS
is the stigma attached to
it. People are shunned and
condemned, even by heads
of state and government,
instead of being helped.
I myself have witnessed the lonely
and destitute people who are victims of this epidemic in orphanages
throughout Asia and Africa. The real
statistics of the AIDS epidemic is
evident in the faces of the orphans left
behind – the statistics we read about
become a reality in the faces of the
smallest victims.
The HIV/AIDS infected/affected
children in these orphanages are like
any other children in the world – they
laugh and squabble with each other,
they play and sing and make noise.
They love their sweets and toys and
fight for attention. However, the sight
of the children lining up every morning
and evening for their ARV medications
brings back the reality of the AIDS situation. At this point they do not laugh
or smile, but obediently take the drugs
being administered to them, knowing
that it saves their lives, knowing that
they have a disease that ravages their
little bodies through no fault of their
own. It is at this point that one cannot
help but wonder how this is fair; why
do these beautiful little souls have to

suffer so much when they have done
nothing wrong?
The AIDS epidemic comes alive in
the faces of the children in Thailand
suffering and orphaned by this disease.
The disease is terrible enough and
watching them suffer is heartbreaking, but many of the children have also
endured horrendous childhoods before
they came to the mission; the sexual
and physical abuse, the poverty, the
neglect and the hopelessness. However
this mission along the banks of the Mekong River, in North Eastern Thailand,
where a Redemptorist priest dedicates
his life to the smallest and most vulnerable of the AIDS victims, speaks of
hope; most of the children with AIDS
are now on the life-saving ARV medication; it is a miracle to see the difference in their health over the years that
I visited them.
While we concern ourselves with
the swine flu epidemic we need to
remind ourselves of the devastation
of the AIDS tragedy still being experienced in the developing world and in
our own backyard (Asia, Papua New
Guinea, and Oceania).
It is easy to forget the enormity of
the situation in the face of the current
world economic crisis, however, it is
our responsibility to help our poor
sisters and brothers who still battle
the AIDS crisis. It is serious enough
to be part of the Millennium Goals.
And if we are serious about reaching the Millennium Goal No 6, to
halt and reverse the spread of HIV/
AIDS, we need to start by educating
ourselves and others on this tragedy
affecting our world. 
Danusia Kaska is a Vice President of
the Society’s National Council.
In researching this article, she referenced and
recommends the following material for further
reading on this issue:
Nolan, Stephanie, 28 Stories of AIDS in Africa.
2007. Text Publishing, Melbourne, Australia.
UNAIDS and WHO, 07 AIDS epidemic update.
Dec 2007. WHO Library Cataloguing-inPublication Data, Geneva, Switzerland.
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Vinnies’ Loreto Friends
celebrate 400 years
“Volunteering with St Vincent de Paul is a very important part of my life. It centres me and keeps me in touch
with the reality of life.” sr shirley digges
“There is no such difference between men and women that women may not do great things… And I hope
in God that it will be seen that women in time to come will do much.” mary ward at st omer 1617.
By sophia ljaskevic
The Loreto Sisters in Australia have had a close and long
association with the St Vincent de
Paul Society. Sisters have served as
board members, worked as hospital
chaplains, volunteered in relief centres, assisted at shop fronts, providing
pastoral care and support and through
the actual development of St Vincent
de Paul programs.
In 2009 the Loreto Sisters worldwide are celebrating 400 years of their
foundation. Founder Mary Ward pioneered education for girls in England
and Europe and a new form of religious life for women. Mary’s vision
of educating for future generations
continued and she had a divine understanding in prayer directing her
“to take the same of the Society”, that
is, to educate, strengthen the faith
of those struggling, provide pastoral
care and engage with the community
openly, as the Society of Jesus (the
Jesuits) did, without the constraints
that women experienced of being required to live behind high walls with
strict enclosure.
This raised a storm of criticism among the male and largely
conservative clerics and they were
dubbed ‘the Galloping Girls’. Mary
suffered for her pioneering visions.
She persevered and was imprisoned
and denied communion in 1631 as
a result of Pope Urban VIII’s bull as
“a heretic, schismatic and rebel to
Holy Church”. Her congregation was
suppressed as the bull, nailed to the
doors of the Lateran Basilica and St
Peter’s, spoke of the outrageous attempts of Mary and her “Jesuitesses”
to “employ themselves at… works
which are most unsuited to maidenly
reserve… arrogantly and obstinately
disobeying our paternal and salutary
12
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warnings to the grave disadvantage of
their own souls and the disgust of all
good people.”
Despite this persecution, Mary
Ward’s vision and values live on today. Over a three-year period the
Loreto Sisters will celebrate the vision,
courage and commitment of their
founder and her legacy of provinces
and schools on every continent, thousands of students past and present and
countless volunteers, colleagues and
friends across the globe.
Numerous Loreto Sisters today
devote their time to helping the needy
and disadvantaged through the St
Vincent de Paul Society. Small snapshots of these stories are shared below.
Sr Toni Matha received an Order
of Australia in 2001 for service to the
community, for the provision and
development of services through St
Vincent de Paul for people suffering
from mental illness, drug and alcohol
addiction, and for education.
Sr Toni began her work with St Vincent de Paul Ozanam Community in
the 1980s and became a member of the
board. She helped set up a community
centre in North Melbourne, providing
a luncheon and socialising place for
homeless men, and more privacy and
opportunity for the case management
of the men living at Ozanam House.
She assisted the Society to set up
Compeer, a program that assigns
volunteers as companions to people
with a diagnosed mental illness. Once
assigned, volunteers meet regularly
with the same person for one hour per
week to provide friendship, conversation and support. Sr Toni says: “Everybody has the capacity to be open and
available. If our eyes, ears and hearts
are open there is much we can do. We
live in a wonderful world but for many
the world is fractured and they are lost

and lonely. We can make a difference.”
Fellow Loreto Sister, Sr Paula Ziesing has assisted at the relief centre in
Ballarat since the early 1990s. Sr Paula
worked at the emergency relief centre
in Ballarat, dealing with people one
on one. The relief centre distributed
necessities like nappies, tinned food
and bread and then referred people
on to their local parishes for further
assistance.
After the welfare service closed
down Sr Paula volunteered on a telephone relief service, taking calls from
people in need of family essentials such
as housing, food, clothes, bedding and
bill payments. She enjoyed her work
and dealing with the public and remembers the emotion and distress of
many of the people she encountered.
“You would always need a box of
tissues,” she recounts of her work in
the relief centre. She was happy to help
them and provide a sense of hope in
them. Sr Paula still volunteers once a
week at the relief service phone bank
which now takes recorded messages.
Along with other volunteers, Sr Paula
is responsible for clearing messages,
returning calls and passing on contact
details to local parishes to see where
they can help.
In Melbourne, Sr Mary Muirhead
worked at the Vinnies Centre in Malvern in 2007 and 2008, assisting by
sorting and selling clothes and other
pre-loved goods. She remembers a
wonderful family spirit among the
staff and feels she benefited greatly
from her association with them. She
remembers her time fondly and believes that “being available for people
was important” especially when they
had no-one else to turn to for help.
Sr Myrene Erdman has been quietly and tirelessly volunteering with
the St Vincent de Paul Williamstown

conference for 12 years. She visits
people in need and assists them with
food vouchers, emergency housing,
budgeting skills and transport tickets. She provides a listening ear, a
reassuring voice and practical direction by putting them in touch with
relevant support services. She finds
the people she encounters “sad, yet
beautiful”. She says, “I admire them –
the way they face life and don’t give
up. They do what they can with very
little.” Many of the people she visits
are elderly and invalid. Her favourite
task is to visit the flats every Saturday
evening along with fellow volunteers
Jim and Evol, for her ‘bread run’ (donated by a local bakery). The residents
await eagerly with their plastic bags
as Sr Myrene trudges up the ramp
bearing bags of bread and special
treats. She is greeted with dozens of
happy faces, smiles, humbleness and
gratitude. It makes her so happy and
provides the residents something to
look forward to every weekend. Is it
the warmth and love she brings or the
bread and cakes? Her contribution is
invaluable and she is treasured.
In Ryde, NSW, Sr Shirley Digges
has been actively involved in the St
Charles Borromeo Parish Conference
for the last eight years. Prior to this,
she was a member at Parkville for five
years. Together with other members,
Sr Shirley visits people in need every
Saturday after Mass. She helps people
by providing them with rental and
other household bill assistance, food
vouchers and other every day necessities. She is also active in her local
residential community where she is
responsible for gathering donated
items during appeals and packing and
distributing Christmas hampers with
the Ryde conference.
Sr Shirley is constantly in awe of
the people she meets. “Their stories
leave me in amazement and I wonder
how I would cope in the same situation. Volunteering with St Vincent
de Paul is a very important part of
my life. It centres me and keeps me
in touch with the reality of life”. Sr
Shirley also volunteers at the Vinnies
Centre in West Ryde by answering
the phone and interviewing those
who come to the shop for assistance.
She says she greatly admires the
dedication of all the people she has
worked with, including those she
met in her time at the Parkville con-

ference. Sr Shirley was president of
the Ryde conference for three years
and the Parkville conference for one
year. She is currently the spiritual
adviser for the Ryde conference.
She recalls with great fondness, the
wisdom of the late Sr Anne McHugh
who was also a very active member
of the Society. Sr Anne lived and
worked in the government housing
in Parkville and got to know the residents well – their needs, their hopes,
their struggles. She was very much
loved and greatly missed when she
left to retire in Ballarat.

• In Bourke, country NSW, Sr Margaret Flynn runs a program for young
single mothers, aiming to build self
confidence and empowerment by
enabling them to achieve their Year
12 equivalent.
• In Melbourne, Sr Margaret Noone
was the first director of Very Special
Kids, a service to families with terminally ill children, that provides respite
and end of life care. She continues to
be involved as their patron today.
Mary Ward International, the
Loreto Sisters’ worldwide fundraising and networking program, funds

Mary Ward, founder
of the Loreto Sisters

Today Mary Ward’s “galloping girls”
continue their founder’s vision, spirituality and mission around the world.
She is honoured and studied as a writer,
a pioneering educator and, above all,
as a woman who loved the Church
but challenged it to think and act far
beyond its own theological categories.
Her vision for women flourishes even
at the United Nations, where Mary
Ward International has been an NGO
since 2003.
In Australia there are more than
100 Loreto Sisters who are involved in
a range of projects and missions that
bring the Gospel to life by promoting
education, freedom and dignity for all,
advocating for women and children
and challenging unjust systems.
• In Western Australia, Sr Margaret
Finlay is a prison chaplain at the
women’s prison. With friends she
started a peace circle that involves
collaboration with both Islamic
women and Indigenous women,
and is part of a group of Sisters
from five congregations who have
established the ‘Sisters Place’ for
homeless women in Perth.

Mary Ward ©Geistliches Zentrum Maria Ward Augsburg, Foto Tanner Nesselwang.
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projects in Australia and all around
the world that continue to deliver on
Mary Ward’s values.
• In the Kimberley, WA, school
children are learning to read and
schools are being resourced through
a Reading Recovery project.
• In India, women and children have
a voice through a community empowerment project.
• In Zambia, secondary school
students are being given the opportunity to learn in science labs
that are finally equipped with basic
equipment.
• In East Timor, young women are
completing vocational certificates
and Loreto Sisters are working in
higher education and English language teaching.
Events celebrating 400 years of
Mary Ward will be held across Australia and internationally. For further information about the Loreto Sisters and
the Mary Ward 400 year celebrations,
including a 2009 Calendar of Events,
please visit www.loreto.org.au. 
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Right: National President Syd Tutton speaks with Senator Ursula Stevens,
Parliamentary Secretary for Social Inclusion.

Home Truths
Mental Health, Housing and
Homelessness in Australia
On 19 March 2009 Federal
Minister for Housing, Tanya Plibersek,
launched the Mental Health Council
of Australia report, Home Truths, at
Parliament House. Also present at the
launch were National President Syd
Tutton, National CEO John Falzon,
Brendan Nelson MP, Shadow Minister
for Housing Scott Morrison and Senator
Ursula Stephens, Parliamentary Secretary for Social Inclusion. Below is an edited version of Senator Stephens’ speech.
Social exclusion is a deeply complex phenomenon. It is the combined
outcome of disengagement at many
levels – social, cultural, economic and
political – that has in turn resulted from
compounding individual disadvantages.
People become socially excluded when
their problems multiply and then spread
to affect the lives of others in their family and social circle. The stories in this
report make this achingly clear.
There is the person who was not
able to complete their HSC due to
long-term hospitalisation and who is
now out of work and homeless, and
the woman who feels that housing providers became less willing to help her
when told of her drug addiction.
In scenarios such as these, simple
policy approaches will not bring lasting change or recovery. The multilayered reality of disadvantage requires
a multifaceted approach. It is this understanding of disadvantage and a passion to address it that underpins the
government’s social inclusion agenda.
This agenda is about ensuring that all
Australians have the opportunity to
be fully engaged in our community,
whether that be through participation
in work, education, volunteering or
other social and cultural activities.
Addressing homelessness and disadvantage among people with mental
14
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illness is a very important part of our
agenda. This is because people with mental illness who are homeless often suffer
the greatest exclusion of all. They can be
frozen out of making choices about their
lives. They also struggle to secure work
and participate in their community, and
generally have greater difficulty accessing
services. And, as the stories in the report
show, for young people with mental illness, homelessness makes it even harder
to complete education, increasing the
risk of social exclusion in adulthood. This
report provides yet more evidence that
tackling homelessness and disadvantage
is not a straight forward, simple task.
The reasons for homelessness
among people with a mental illness
are diverse and often compounding.
This multiplicity of problems defies
an approach based on single isolated
interventions. This is why our social
inclusion approach to tackling disadvantage focuses on the person in need,
rather than the service that is provided.
Our objective is a ‘person-centred’
approach, where organisations and
government departments coordinate
to ‘wrap’ their services around individuals, sharing information, designing
integrated care plans and taking into
account their personal circumstances
and needs.
I know that I am at some risk of
‘preaching to the choir’ given the
work your organisations do and the
coordinated, person-centred solutions
the report recommends. However, I
wanted to assure you that the government recognises the points you raise
about the need for community-based,
consumer-focused programs and we
are driving reform across the public
sector in how we develop and deliver
policies to target those most in need.
An important component of this
new approach is the focus on partner-

ships across all levels of government
and with the non profit sector. We have
been working with the states and territories through COAG [Council of Australian Governments] on developing an
integrated national approach to mental
health service delivery that reorients
mental health policy towards prevention and early intervention, and is well
integrated with other primary care and
specialist services. We have also been
consulting widely in developing our
National Mental Health and Disability
Employment Strategy, which aims to
reduce barriers to education and employment. We know that participation
in the community is crucial to positive
mental health outcomes, and employment is one very important way to keep
people engaged in their communities.
We also know that holistic approaches, person-centred approaches
are only possible through strong
partnerships, especially with organisations such as yours which are the
first point of contact for people in difficulties. Your perspectives are invaluable in providing government with
the view on the ground and in acting
as advocates for those who may have
difficulty having their voice heard.
The social inclusion agenda seeks
evidence based approaches. We want
to find solutions that work and that’s
why we welcome the Home Truths
report. The report will make a valuable contribution to our knowledge of
the connection between mental illness
and homelessness, and will help to inform our policies not only on housing
but also as we implement our social
inclusion agenda. 
The full report is available at: http://
www.mhca.org.au/documents/
MHCA%20Home%20Truths%20
Layout%20%20FINAL.pdf
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A place of safety and stability
By julie baker and helen farrugia
St Anthony’s Single Women’s
Accommodation and Support, a Special Work of the St Vincent de Paul
Society of the Canberra/Goulburn
Central Council was launched in
Goulburn on 26 March 2009.
It is the only service of its type in
the Goulburn/Mulwaree area and is
filling a long neglected gap in terms
of support for single women without
children. The service has received
setup funding from the Federal Department of Health and Ageing but
is still looking into recurrent funding
opportunities.
St Anthony’s assists women who
are homeless or at risk of becoming
homeless. The service has a focus on
older women, recognising that they are
one of the fastest growing needs groups
within the homeless population.
This service has a strong belief in
forming relationships based on trust
and empathy between staff and guests,
providing support while addressing
their crisis. The crisis refuge is disability friendly and provides a communal
living environment that can support

up to six single women without children. Later in the year a partnership
between Argyle Housing, NSW Housing and the Society will see the addition of six one-bedroom properties
for use by the service.
The opening was attended by
representatives from the St Vincent
de Paul Society, Mission Australia,
police, Anglicare, the NSW Department of Housing and many other
local support services. Special guests
included the Society’s National
President Syd Tutton, NSW Senator
Ursula Stephens, and Fr Laurie Bent
from the Archdiocese of Canberra
and Goulburn.
During the opening Mr Tutton
said: “We seek to provide safety and
stability to single women. This service
is not simply content with providing
the simple solution to the immediate
need, it goes further.”
He continued: “While the women
they house may face trying circumstances, the service would give them
what they needed to meet the challenges they faced”.

Senator Stephens officially opened
the service. She said: “St Anthony’s is
a much needed facility, it was through
strength of heart and spirit that the
project had come together and would
continue to serve women in need”.
The new project was blessed by Fr
Bent, reminding all present that this
service is the continuation of the mission of Jesus in today’s world.
Since the opening, St Anthony’s has
accommodated 25 homeless women,
four aged over 60, with referrals from
police, the domestic violence crisis line,
mental health, hospital, correctional
services and other women’s refuges.
Assistance has been provided through
referrals, emotional and spiritual support, court support, counselling services, advocacy, and help in accessing
longer-term housing. Ongoing outreach is also being provided to women
who have moved on from this service. 
Julie Baker is co-ordinator and Helen
Farrugia is a caseworker at St Anthony’s Single Women’s Accommodation
and Support Service.

Vinnies Goes Green

The Society is improving its
environmental outlook, writes

The St Vincent de Paul Society
has a long history of being green.
Each year our shops reuse and recycle
hundreds of tonnes of clothing that
otherwise might be destined for land
fill. However our green credentials are
not always recognised and sometimes
our practices fall short of community
standards.
Each of the State and Territory Presidents has agreed that the St Vincent de
Paul Society needs a national approach
to ensuring that our practices exceed
community standards. From these discussions we have generated a three stage
strategy called ‘Vinnies goes Green’.
Stage One will focus on improving
environmental behaviours within our
offices and administrative buildings. It
is a 10-point plan, aided by informative

physical structures in our Centres.
Stage Three will also be used to publicly advance our green credentials.
Doing the right thing for our environment is not difficult and can provide
us other social and economic benefits. I
have recently been involved in the replacement of a hot water cylinder at a
special work in Tasmania. The decision
was made to replace the electric hot
water cylinder at the end of its life with
a new environmentally friendly option.
This new option was more expensive,
but will quickly start to provide savings
and before too long will pay for itself.
If you would like to find out more
or download our posters, please visit
http://vinnies.org.au/green 
Tony Muir
National Vice President

posters that can be displayed in offices.
The plan promotes environmentally
responsible practices around paper, energy, water and waste. You should start
to see these posters in administrative
offices and centres very soon.
Stage Two will occur in mid 2009.
It will advance the strategy from office
behaviour to physical office structures.
This will involve affordable changes to
office purchasing arrangements that
deliver long term savings. Changes
might include energy saving light
globes, high energy star rated office
equipment at end of life of existing
equipment and paperless technology
like fax to email.
Stage Three will build on the outcomes of Stages One and Two to improve environmental behaviours and

tony muir.
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Volunteers

Fred’s van
John Lamprell, Fred’s Van 1 President.

Frederic Ozanam’s request that ‘we should take responsibility for the people who have too many needs and
not enough rights’ is certainly underpinning the services of Fred’s Van in Adelaide, writes barbara gebarska.
Fred’s Van provides a unique
service to the Adelaide community
serving 600 meals from six locations
each week by more than 350 volunteers, no matter the weather or season.
The history of Fred’s Van dates back
to the late 1980s, when Vinnies Youth
volunteers, coordinated by Catherine
O’Connell and Peter Barry, saw a need
to help the hungry and homeless people in the City of Adelaide. Food was
distributed at various squats around
the city and through the parklands.
As the need grew and more people heard about the good work, food
was distributed from an old station
wagon stocked with food. One night,
the station wagon broke down in King
William Street and had to be pushed
off the road. A group of people from
Lions International who were visiting
Adelaide witnessed this and crossed
the road to see why a group of people
were clustered around the old vehicle.
They were so impressed with the work
that they decided to support the funding of the van.
Fred’s Van, with permission from
the Adelaide City Council, then
began operating out of an old shed
in Symonds Place, using a portable
barbecue in a laneway to serve our
street friends. Fred’s Van continued
to expand and led to the funding, by
Lions International, of a kitchen/hall/
garage complex at the St Vincent de
Paul Family Centre in Hawthorn.
16
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From this humble beginning,
Fred’s Van has expanded and now
operates a service on one or more
nights of the week in Christies Beach,
Salisbury, Gawler, Elizabeth, the city
and Semaphore.
In June a new location in Ferryden
Park was set to open as a collaborative
project linking neighbouring conferences, the local Lutheran community and the Adelaide Magis group. The
project, called Meet&Veg, aspires to involve local community through volunteering, recruiting from disadvantaged
and stigmatised groups.

Volunteers
Fred’s Van volunteers are a ‘community of purpose’, comprising very
engaged and humble individuals. Many
volunteers are also extremely involved
as managers, fundraisers, co-ordinators
of shopping, and organisers.
John Lamprell holds the ‘full-time’
volunteer position as the president of
Fred’s Van One, operating from the city.
“To me Fred’s Van is a positive way
of giving back something, be it a mug
of soup, a barbecue sausage in bread,
coffee, tea and chocolate drinks, a
blanket and particularly a willing ear
to listen to our ‘street friends’ who
although not necessarily living on the
street, are certainly worse off than me,”
Mr Lamprell said.
“Although the constraints on my
time are at times heavy, I can always

make some time for Fred’s Van.”
His sentiment is echoed by more
than 300 volunteers who work on
Fred’s Van. Another volunteer, Greg
Osborne, wrote that it is important
that volunteers have a genuine heart
to “assist hungry people in a way that
doesn’t patronise them or their situation”.
Maryann Badenoch, the treasurer
of Fred’s Van Two, said that, “volunteers are giving hope to those who
may feel hopeless, making their lives
a little easier. It’s a way of building relationships and trust, helping to break
down the barriers.”
Fred’s Van serves as an important
safe space for people in need of simple, non-judgmental services. It is also
an important part of social justice in
action for different groups including
mini Vinnies, corporate volunteers
and many donors.
Pope John Paul II said that, “...it is
the innate movement of the heart that
inspires every human being to help his
fellow man. It is a law of existence. A
volunteer experiences a joy that goes
far beyond what he has done when he
succeeds in giving himself freely to
others.”
Fred’s Van volunteers certainly succeed. 
Barbara Gebarska is a Volunteer
Co-ordinator for the St Vincent de Paul
Society South Australia
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World Youth Day

“This was truly the end of our WYD journey,
and the amazing experience and joy that it
had brought to our Church and nation.”

The Final Step in the
World Youth Day Journey
The hosting of World
Youth Day 2008 (WYD) last July was
a highlight in the life of the Church
in Australia. It provided a unique
opportunity to engage and enthuse
thousands of young people in their
Catholic faith and even provided some
inspiration to older Catholics!
The St Vincent de Paul Society recognised that this was a unique experience and that, as a major Catholic lay
organisation in Australia, it was important to be involved. Our involvement was not just to show our support
to this major event of the Church, but
to let young people know that we are
a youthful Society with many avenues
for them to get involved in serving
those in need.
The involvement of the Society in
WYD included concerts, an international Vincentian Family Gathering in
Bathurst in the week before WYD, an
International Society Gathering during
WYD, workshops, information booths,
and financially assisting pilgrims from
our twinned countries to be able to attend. It turned out to be an inspiring
week, not just for the young people, but
for all Vincentians who assisted in making the events and programs happen.

While the WYD celebrations in
Australia ended many months ago, it
was only on Palm Sunday 2009 that the
Australian WYD journey officially ended. For those who were involved in the
planning or during the ‘event’ that was
WYD this was the final step – the handing over of the WYD Cross and Icon to
the next WYD host country, Spain.
A small group of 50 Australians
were invited to represent their dioceses
or communities from Australia at the
handover of the WYD Cross and Icon.
The delegation included young Vincentians (pictured) Jess Pollard (NSW),
Alicia Luccietti (QLD), Jacinta Healy
(VIC) and myself.
The Palm Sunday Mass at the Vatican was the culmination of a weeklong pilgrimage to Rome for the delegation that included visits to the major
basilicas, the catacombs, Australia
House (currently being developed
as a centre for Australian pilgrims in
Rome) and a day trip to Assisi.
The handover ceremony took place
at the conclusion of the Palm Sunday
Mass celebrated by Pope Benedict XVI
in St Peter’s Square. The Mass drew
thousands of young pilgrims from all
over Europe with large groups from

Croatia, Poland, Germany, France and
(of course) Spain. While the Mass and
reading of the Passion was very solemn
and prayerful – at the conclusion of the
Mass the young crowd erupted into
chants of ‘Bene-dett-o’ and ‘Viva La
Papa’, with banners and even bunches
of balloons flying high as Pope Benedict XVI departed.
It was with a touch of sadness from
some in the delegation that we handed
over the WYD Cross and Icon. This
was truly the end of our WYD journey,
and the amazing experience and joy
that it had brought to our Church and
nation. However, the look of excitement and enthusiasm on the faces of
the young people from Spain as they
took the Cross and Icon reminded us
all of the remarkable journey that we
had travelled in the lead up to WYD.
It is true that hosting a WYD in your
country is a once in a lifetime event, but
hopefully the memory and effects continue for many years to come. 
Teresa Wilson worked for the Archdiocese of Melbourne’s Days in the
Diocese team and is now the director
of the Archdiocesan Office for Youth.
She has recently been appointed the
Society’s National Council Vice President.
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News in brief

News in brief
National Young Adults Representative
appointed Vice-President
Teresa Wilson, who has served on National Council as Young
Adults Representative since 2005 has been appointed by National Council President, Syd
Tutton, as a Vice-President. Teresa will represent the National President at various events
and will provide assistance to him in his ministry of service to the Society.
Teresa is currently Director of the Archdiocesan Office for Youth for the Archdiocese of Melbourne and was one of the key organisers of World Youth Day in Australia.
David Bresnik, a member of the Society from Canberra, has been appointed as the new
Young Adults Representative on National Council. 

Society Spiritual Adviser
appointed as Bishop

Photo: peter casamento

Melbourne VicarGeneral Monsignor Les
Tomlinson has been
appointed as an auxiliary bishop for Australia’s
largest archdiocese, Melbourne.
The appointment was
announced in Rome at
12pm on Tuesday 5 May
2009. He was ordained to
the episcopy at St Patrick’s
Cathedral, East Melbourne on 17 June.
Bishop Tomlinson, 65, has been Vicar General of
the Archdiocese since 2003, and previously was parish priest of Ormond, Rowville and Carlton.
He has ministered in parishes in Victoria and Tasmania since his priestly ordination on 18 August 1972.
He has been involved in a number of diocesan bodies, and is currently the Spiritual Adviser to the State
Council of the St Vincent de Paul Society in Victoria.
The Society warmly welcomes his appointment
and offers him its ongoing prayerful support. 

Gerald Ward Lecture 2009
National Council President, Syd Tutton, is
pleased to announce that this year’s Annual Gerald Ward
lecture will be given by Helen Moran, Indigenous Co-Chair
of the National Sorry Day Committee. The respondent will
be Phil Glendenning, Director of the Edmund Rice Centre.
Helen Moran is a member of the Stolen Generation. She
has done a great deal of work assisting in the promotion of
Sorry Day and the Journey of Healing. Helen’s involvement
in the Sorry Day/Journey of Healing movement brought
18
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National Council and
Townsville retreats
N a t i o nal
Council members
enjoyed a wonderful opportunity for
spiritual renewal
and reflection at
the old Redemptorist Monastery
in Galong, NSW
in April. The retreat was led by
Fr Richard Benson, a Vincentian priest from California. Fr
Benson’s input was greatly appreciated, especially as he placed
a significant emphasis on social justice as the heart of the Vincentian approach to spirituality.
Townsville Vincentians (pictured) also recently participated in a retreat, seeking to nuture their faith in order to
become the ‘human face of God’ to those they assist.
Sisters Patti Jo Crockett and Therese Mills of the Missionaries of God’s Love facilitated the process and led
participants in sessions of prayerful sharing and reflection, while Fr Alan Sheldrick attended to their sacramental
needs. The theme of the retreat was ‘Companions in Hope’.
There are many people today living without hope and often
it is to these vulnerable people that we are called to be companions, to be that human face of God. Participants were
grateful for the opportunity to gather, reflect, share and
pray as ‘companions in hope’. 
about her role in negotiating and co-ordinating the launch of
the Journey of Healing event with the Mutujulu Community
of Uluru in 1999 at the foot of Uluru.
As well as being the director of the Edmund Rice Centre.,
Phil Glendenning is also the National President of Australians for Native Title and Reconciliation (ANTaR) and the author of the Australian Citizens’ Statement that is the basis for
ANTaR’s Sea of Hands. In 2007 he was awarded an Honorary
Doctorate by ACU for his human rights work.
The lecture will be held on Friday 20 November, 2009 at
the National Museum, Canberra. 

letters to the editor

Letters to the editor
Liquidity reporting
I wish to congratulate the
Society on its excellent 2008 Annual
Report.
It gives all of us a vibrant insight
into the activities of the Society in
Australia in an attractive format.
It was also great to see an organisation that is willing to present its financial reports with such transparency. I
do, however, feel some concerns about
the high liquidity of the organisation. I
presume that it is invested money for
special works and to ensure adequate
resources for emergencies. Perhaps a
future article in The Record could help
to clarify this issue. 
Felicity McGuire, Queensland

Our Father’s guidance
I enjoy reading The Record
very much and am particularly interested in the debate in your ‘Letters to
the Editor’ section about the role of the
Society and its officers. It is easy to feel
sympathy with those who fear that the
Society is being aligned with only one
side of Australian politics. Truth is never
wholly on one side of the political fence.
However, most of us pray frequently, “Thy will be done on earth as
it is in heaven”. It is inconsistent, at the
least, for all who make this prayer to offer temporary support by way of food
vouchers and the like to the poor, but to
live in the comfortable belief that those
whom we help are fated to remain at
the bottom of the heap forever.
This surely is not the will of God
and not the way matters are arranged
in heaven. 
Peter Daly, via Email

Pokies curse needs
Society action
When I opened up The Record
(Autumn 09) I was surprised but immensely pleased to see the excellent
article by Senator Xenophon on the
dangers of poker machines. As someone who has been advocating for quite
a while (in solidarity with the Queensland Social Justice Committee) that
the Society should do something

substantial about the pokie curse, the
senator’s article is manna from heaven.
Nick Xenophon mentions “families
torn apart” and “pressure on the community and local businesses” competing with “the lure of the pokies”, the
massive tax revenues reaped by the
states and reliable estimates that almost
“one in 10 Australians [are] in some
way worse off because of the pokies.”
Given that the economic downturn has resulted in more money than
ever going through the pokies, we are
faced with a national problem of serious proportions. State governments
and the gambling industry are the only
beneficiaries in this sordid business and
undoubtedly many of those seeking the
Society’s assistance have suffered from
poker machine addiction.
It should also be pointed out that
around half of all gambling revenues
come from poker machines and about
half of that amount – and rising –
comes from problem gamblers.
So what is the Society’s involvement? Currently it is a consistent user
of the gambling benefit funds, the
argument being that such funds can
benefit the poor. But aren’t we getting our values confused? Isn’t terrible
damage being done to the poor well
before we get our hands on the relatively small hand-outs from the benefit funds? Isn’t it our duty, because of
our all too obvious involvement – to
take decisive preventative action?
Finally, God bless Senator Xenophon for his compassion, courage and
advocacy. 
Robert Leach, Chair Queensland
Social Justice Committee

Catholic Literature
With the recent passing of
long-serving Vincentian Jack Rafferty,
I am reminded of the fourth object of
a conference, namely the distribution
of literature as a work of the St Vincent
de Paul Society.
It seems the Society has forgotten
its spiritual responsibility in favour
of the more glamorous activities that
now occupy its attention. The spirit of
the Rule still applies, and I quote: “the

distribution of good books is on par
with that of food tickets.”
There are plenty of good books
and pamphlets still being published
but no one seems prepared to make
them readily available to those who
need them.
It is time some youthful Ozanam
put up his hand to fill the vacancy – it
is, after all, a Catholic organisation. 
John Morahan, Our Lady Star of the
Sea Conference, Miranda NSW.

Remember the rule
Being a long term member
of the Society, I was amazed to read in
CathNews the result of the case brought
against the Society when the conference appointed a non-Catholic as Conference President in Queensland.
I was brought up in the Society to
read the Rule. This was done individually and also as an item on the conference meeting agenda. Had this been
done in conferences today, the members would have been more aware of
the Rule on such appointments.
As to the problems in NSW this is
because there is a lack of communication from State Council, Regional
Councils, down to conferences of
decisions taken at their meetings. In
this day and age of electronic communication, the channel is far better than
it was in the 1950s and 1960s, yet in
those times all were aware of proposed
changes being made.
The main authority was with the
conferences then. Without the conferences where would the Society be? I am
all for the changes but new members
must be aware of the Rule before they
make any decision that could bring the
Society before the courts. 
Des Mortimer, West Moonah, Tasmania
The Record welcomes letters but we reserve the
right to edit them for legal reasons, space or clarity. Articles will be published only if full name and
address and telephone numbers are provided,
although the address will be withheld from publication if so requested.
Post to: The Record, PO Box 243, Deakin West
ACT 2600 or email to admin@svdpnatcl.org.au.
Everyone whose letter is published will receive a free
book courtesy of David Lovell Publishing.
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From the archives

Journal’s 93 year ancestry
By michael moran
The journal in your hands (or on
your screen) has a history. The St Vincent de Paul Society in Australia has
published a national journal, like The
Record, for nearly 100 years.
That is a fitting thing, for journalism is in our Society's genes. The firstever meeting of the Society was held in

a newspaper office in Paris, 1833. The
first-ever Conference president was a
newspaper editor (E.J. Bailly). The Society's founder, Frederic Ozanam, contributed to many journals and edited
one (L'Ere Nouvelle or The New Era).
And, to stretch the point, Bailly's son,
Vincent de Paul Bailly (1832-1912), an
Assumptionist priest and journalist,
was renowned for his 'apostolate of the
press' which included pioneering La
Croix, the famed French Catholic daily
newspaper which continues to this day.
The Record's earliest Australian
ancestor, the Australasian St Vincent
de Paul Quarterly, generally known
simply as the Quarterly, was first published in July 1916. It was followed by
the Monthly in 1935. The Monthly in
turn was renamed The Record in 1941,
and it is that, nearly 70 years later, that
you have in front of you.
The Quarterly was a wartime publication and lasted three years (19161919). It aimed to “create a bond of
unity among our Brothers, bringing
them closer together” (July 1916)
and “to serve as a connecting link between our widely-scattered Conferences and to supply them with matter
which must necessarily be of special
interest to them" (January 1919).
In modern terms the Quarterly
was like an information clearinghouse
for Society members, containing local
and international news, religious and
political, with some emphasis on con20
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tentious issues like industrial relations,
class conflict and the threat of socialism. The war was a constant presence
in its pages, having “laid its grim hand
heavily on our Conferences throughout
Australia and New Zealand. For four
weary years they have been sending
their best and bravest members beyond
the seas to take their part in the fight for
justice and humanity, which has been
waged on the far fields of France and
Flanders” (January 1919).
The Quarterly aimed to be selfsupporting. It was well-received and
widely-read, but money was a constant
problem. Subscriptions were only one
shilling a year but subscribers were often late. Perhaps to help with the costs
of publication, the Quarterly began
taking advertisements in 1917. Some

of the ads were Church-related - Pellegrini's 'Catholic Depot', for example,
or a “specialist in clerical tailoring”,
who advised readers that “our soutanes are unequalled”.
Other ads in the Quarterly were
more secular (although not necessarily unspiritual). For example, Fallon's
Wines of York Street, Sydney (“Altar
Societies kindly note the address”),
with vineyards at Albury and Wagga,
told readers 'We are the GROWERS
and therefore able to guarantee from
BERRY to BOTTLE'. No doubt their
sauternes were unequalled.
The Quarterly may have foundered
on lack of money but the Society persisted with the project. After a gap of
16 years, the first Monthly came out in
September 1935. Like its predecessor, it
aimed at fostering unity in the Society.
The first issue proclaimed “No longer
will the little groups which comprise
the Conferences in scattered country
parishes in the various States of the
Commonwealth retain that feeling of
extreme isolation that their location

imposes”. The Monthly would “bring
them warmth and cheer”, “edifying articles” and “mental refreshment”.
Like the Quarterly, the Monthly
carried an Imprimatur, the official
declaration by a bishop that a publication is free from doctrinal error. Its
range of contents was similar to the
Quarterly's but less austere in presentation - now there were illustrations,
including photographs, and the ads
were more visible. Even the secular
ads could have a theological bent, presumably not covered by the Imprimatur: Toohey's Pilsener drew attention
to the benefits of its export lager “in all
your Rejoicing, but more particularly
on Feast Days” (September 1936).
The Monthly did not change when
it became The Record in 1941, continuing in style and format, remaining a
monthly publication for some 30 years
after the change of name. Other things
stayed the same too: putting out an issue was always a lot of work, most of it
hidden from readers. On one occasion
during the Second World War, The
Record ran out of paper. A whole issue
was at risk. According to the late Frank
Egan, who edited the journal in 1937-

1955, the Brothers of the Willoughby
Conference in Sydney came to the
rescue by cutting up a thousand rolls
of white wallpaper into page size by
hand, and 'quite a number of issues
were printed on it'.
However, the famed 'Wallpaper
Edition' of The Record has yet to be
located in the Society's archives and
may be apocryphal. In an electronic
age, moreover, The Record should
never again need backup supplies of
wallpaper to bring its readers warmth
and cheer, edifying articles and mental
refreshment. 
Michael Moran is the National Council
Archivist.

DEEPLY saddened by the crisis engulfing Christianity
in the Middle East, Pope Benedict XVI has asked the
Catholic charity Aid to the Church in Need (ACN) to
provide urgent help.
In many parts of the land Our Lord Jesus Christ knew
so well, the faithful now live in fear as increasing
poverty and growing extremism threaten the
survival of these ancient communities.
A mass exodus of Christians from the Middle East
is now taking place. For some it is a question of
escaping bloody persecution. In the Holy Land
for example, the proportion of Christians has
plummeted from 20% to as little as 1.4% in the last
40 years.
ACN is helping to keep faith and hope alive
throughout the region by providing urgent aid to
priests, religious and lay people, offering subsistence
help to refugees and building and repairing
Churches and convents. Please help us strengthen
and rebuild the Church in the land of Christ’s birth.
A beautiful, olive wood crucifix, handcrafted in
Bethlehem, will be sent to all those who give a
donation of $20.00 or more to help this campaign.
Please tick the box below if you like to receive the
little olive wood crucifix*.

“ … Churches in
the Middle East are
threatened in their
very existence…
May God grant
ACN strength to
help wherever the
need is greatest.”
Pope Benedict XVI

Donation Form: SOS! – Christianity in the Middle East
I/We enclose $.................. to help keep Christianity
alive in the Middle East.
Yes please send me the little olive wood crucifix*

Made of olive wood from the
Holy Land, this small crucifix is
powerfully evocative of Christ’s
passion and death. The crucifixes
are lovingly handcrafted by
poverty stricken families in
Bethlehem and your donation
helps them survive. Comes in a
display box with accompanying
religious image.
(Size 12cm x 7cm)

PG: 533

Aid to the Church in Need …. a Catholic charity dependent on the Holy See, providing pastoral relief to needy and oppressed Churches
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Bi-Millennium
of Saint Paul
By rev. fr. gerard diamond, m.a.
(oxon), l.s.s., d. theol., dip. ed, p.p.
Pope Benedict XVI declared
June 2008-June 2009 to be the Year
of St Paul, in celebration of the bimillennium of the birth of the Apostle
to the Gentiles. Fr Gerard Diamond
provides a brief history of the great
Apostle’s life.
The source for St Paul’s life and
activity are the incidental references
in his letters, especially Galatians, and
the book of the Acts of the Apostles.
At Acts 13:9 the author of Acts speaks
of “Saul, also known as Paul”.
The names Saul of Tarsus and Paul
reflect the Apostle’s Jewish, Greek
and Roman background. He bears
the Benjaminite name of Saul and in
Corinthians 12:1-6, he implies that
he is also within the apocalyptic and
mystical tradition of Judaism which is
found from the days of Ezekiel in the
6th century BC to the Hasidic Judaism
of the present.

All three cultures,
Jewish, Greek
and Roman, are
united in Paul.
According to Acts 22:3, St Paul
was born in Tarsus in Cilicia and educated in Jerusalem under Gamaliel.
Paul describes Tarsus as “no mean
city” (Acts 21:39) of which he is a
citizen. The geographer Strabo notes
that, in philosophy, Tarsus “surpassed
even Alexandria, Athens and any
other place”. Both Mark Anthony and
Augustus accorded Tarsus the status of “a city free and exempt (from
taxation)”. The city is famed for the
meeting of Anthony and Cleopatra
22
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(as indicated by Enobarbus in Shakespeare’s play. Act II. Scene ii.)
Paul shows knowledge of popular
philosophy rather than of classical
Greek literature. He writes in Greek
but a Greek strongly influenced by the
Septuagint, the Jewish translation of
the Scriptures, later to be referred to
by Christians as the Old Testament.
The name Paul is his Roman cognomen, the third element of his full
Roman name. Only this third element
is known in his case; but in cases such
as Cicero and Caesar, we know all
three names.
At Acts 16:37, Paul at Philippi
notes that he is a Roman citizen,
illegally flogged; at Acts 22:28, he
indicates that he was born a Roman
citizen and at Acts 25:11, he exercises
his right to appeal to Caesar, a right
confirmed by Augustus. Paul appeals
against the suggestion of the Procurator Festus to change the venue of
his trial from Caesarea Maritima
to Jerusalem. Thus Paul is enabled
“with all boldness and without hindrance” to “preach the Kingdom and
teach the Lord Jesus” (Acts 28:31) in
the City of Rome.
All three cultures, Jewish, Greek
and Roman, are united in Paul. Transformed by his call, or conversion, the
persecutor of “The Way” becomes an
Apostle and his Jewish interpretative
techniques are now applied to proclaiming the Gospel of the Lord Jesus
Christ.
Although Paul stresses that his call
to be an Apostle to the Gentiles comes
from the Risen Lord himself, he is also
a recipient of the tradition and reflection of the Early Church and at times,
appears to quote creedal formulas
known to the recipients of his letters.
Paul’s call is linked by the Book

of Acts with the martyrdom of St
Stephen (Acts 7:58- 8:1). Paul’s “Ravaging of the Church” (Acts 8:3) leads
to the spreading of the Word and to
Paul’s endeavour to spread the persecution of “The Way” to Damascus,
then under the control of the Nabateans. There, however, Paul, the once
persecutor preaches about Jesus as the
Son of God. Paul’s “call” probably took
place some three years after the Passion, Death and Resurrection of Our
Lord Jesus Christ.
Most of the rest of the Book of Acts
describes the missionary journeys
of Paul. (I. Acts 13:4-14:28; II. Acts
15:36-18:22; III. Acts 18:23-20:38)
followed by his arrest in Jerusalem
and his imprisonment for the sake of
testimony to “The Word”.
The Book of Acts concludes on the
note of triumph on which the author
wanted his story to end. The Apostolic
testimony to Jesus Christ is carried to
“the end of the Earth” (Acts 1:8), to
the Imperial capital. Luke does not recount the outcome of Paul’s two-year
Roman detention or his trial before
Nero Claudius Caesar.
Writing to the Church at Corinth, some thirty years after Paul’s
death, Clement of Rome writes
(I Clement,V,7), “He taught righteousness to all the world and when he had
reached the limits of the West he gave
his testimony before the Rulers and
thus passed from the World and was
taken up to the Holy Place – the greatest example of endurance”.
Much of the subsequent reflection of
the Western Church on Man’s relationship with the Father in Christ Jesus has
been dominated by the Pauline proclamation, especially as understood by
St Augustine of Hippo, the Doctor of
Grace. 

reflection

A spirituality of social justice
By bishop pat power
In the lead-up to the invasion of Iraq, I asked the question
‘Is an Iraqi life of any less value than
an Australian life, a British life or
an American life?’ In more recent
times with the slaughter in Gaza, we
might well ask ‘What is the value of
a Palestinian life?’ As the rest of the
world looks on helplessly at so many
parts of Africa, we are numbed by the
poverty, starvation, AIDS and other
preventable diseases and almost every
imaginable deprivation. Where is the
recognition of the human dignity of
each person in the face of such dire
misery?
Within our own ‘lucky country’
we are all diminished by the gap between the ‘haves’ and the ‘have nots’,
by the disadvantage of so many of our
Aboriginal people, by the many faces of
poverty around us. It is not just governments who are to be concerned about
people who are poor, unemployed or
homeless along with their families.
Each of us has a responsibility.
While we pay lip service to ‘a fair
go for everyone’, the reality in our
country can be quite different. Think
of the prejudicial attitudes towards
people in prison, to homosexual people, to those afflicted with mental illness, to migrant and ethnic groups, to

people who are in any way different distant God, but the Word incarnate,
truly one of us. And of course, his
to the norm, whatever that might be.
As the followers of Christ, we not death was not the end of the story. His
only see Jesus as the light of the world, resurrection gives us hope with the
but we recognise our own privilege promise of new life and the knowledge
and responsibility to bring the light that he continues to be our “companof Christ to those around us. In that ion on the journey” as the way, the
wonderful account of the Last Judge- truth and the life.
It sometimes worries me that 2000
ment in Chapter 25 of St Matthew’s
years
after Jesus walked this earth, the
Gospel, Jesus tells us: “I was hungry
Church
has become too respectable;
and you gave me food, thirsty and
we
can
be
afraid of getting our hands
you gave me drink, a stranger and you
dirty.
People
like Frederic Ozanam,
made me welcome, naked and you
Mary
MacKillop,
Edmund Rice, Oscar
clothed me, sick and in prison and you
Romero,
Mother
Teresa and many of
came to see me. As long as you did this
the
great
saints
point
us back to the
to one of the least of my brothers and
way of Jesus.
sisters you did it to me.”
Jean Vanier and the members of
But true Christian discipleship
the
L’Arche communities provide us
does not simply involve doing things
with
an authentic example of disfor others. It means acknowledging
cipleship.
There we find no sense of
that we are all part of the one human
superiority
or patronising attitudes.
family and that like Jesus himself we
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us of all2:06
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are to take on the burdens and
the
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learn
from
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who
might
appear
hardships of others. I write this reflection on Good Friday when we stand to be less fortunate but who are in fact
in awe of the Son of God sharing in instruments of God’s grace.
Vanier also reminds us that the
our humanity with almost indescribbrokenness
we see in others often
able suffering, humiliation and pain.
provokes
an
awareness of our own
During his public ministry, Jesus was
brokenness.
Ultimately
it is the broken
‘at home’ with the lepers, the blind, the
body
of
Jesus
that
unites
us all as we
handicapped, withWhat
sinnersan
and
with
insurance
company
should
be about.
little children. In his final suffering seek to be “one in Christ Jesus”. 
and death, he identified with the worst Bishop Pat Power is an auxiliary bishop
of the human condition. Here was no of the Canberra-Goulburn Archdiocese.
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What an insurance company
should be about.

If you’re looking for a genuinely different kind of insurance
company, one that cares for you and shares its profits with
the community, you’ve found it. Call us today for an
If you’re looking for a genuinely different kind of insurance
obligation
company, one that cares for you and shares its profits
with free Building and Contents Insurance quote and
affordable Personal Accident Insurance.

the community, you’ve found it.

Call us today for an obligation free Building and Contents If you’re looking for a genuinely different
Insurance quote and affordable Personal Accident Insurance. company, one that cares for you and shar

the community, you’ve
Call us to
1300found
655it. 003
www.ccinsurances.com.au
obligation free Building and Contents Ins
This insurance product is issued by Catholic Church Insurances Limited ABN 76 000 005 210 AFSL 235415. The Product
Disclosure Statement is available from our website or by phoning us. You should read and consider the Product Disclosure
This insurance product
is issued byPersonal
Catholic Church
Insurances Limited
affordable
Accident
Insurance.
Statement before deciding to buy or renew this insurance product.
ABN 76 000 005 210 AFSL 235415. The Product Disclosure Statement is available
from our website or by phoning us. You should read and consider the Product

TODAY

!

Tomorrow can be different with your help.
❏ $50 ❏ $30 ❏ $80 ❏ $100 ❏ $200 ❏ $500 ❏ OR $....................
Title: DR/MR/MRS/MS/MISS
Name: ....................................................................................................................................
Address: .................................................................................................................................
Suburb: ................................................................... State: ................ Postcode: .................
Phone no: ...............................................................................................................................
Email: .....................................................................................................................................
Please give an email address if possible. Email is cheaper, quicker and better environmentally.

❏ My cheque or money order is enclosed and crossed ‘not negotiable’ and made payable to
‘St Vincent de Paul Society.’ OR Please debit my ❏ MasterCard ❏ Visa

Name on card: ........................................................................ Expiry date:............./..............
Signature: ...............................................................................................................................
The St Vincent de Paul Society follows the National Privacy Principles and keeps donors’ information private. If you
do not wish your details to be used for future fundraising activities undertaken by the Society, please tick this box ❏
W09REC

WINTER APPEAL
CANbERRA/GouLbuRN
CENTRAL CouNCIL
Po box 642,
Mawson ACT 2607
Telephone: (02) 6282 2722
NEW SouTH WALES
Po box 19,
Petersham NSW 2049
Telephone: (02) 9560 8666
NoRTHERN TERRIToRY
Po box 1468,
Nightcliff NT 0814
Telephone: (08) 8948 8100
QuEENSLAND
Po box 3351,
South brisbane QLD 4101
Telephone: (07) 3010 1000

SouTH AuSTRALIA
GPo box 1804,
Adelaide SA 5001
Telephone: (08) 8112 8734
TASMANIA
191 Invermay Rd,
Invermay TAS 7248
Telephone: (03) 6333 0822
VICToRIA
Locked bag 4800,
box Hill VIC 3128
Telephone: (03) 9895 5800
WESTERN AuSTRALIA
Po box 473,
belmont WA 6984
Telephone: (08) 9475 5400

